For more information on our chairs and other products, please visit our website at:

www.ethosource.com
FEATURES & ADJUSTMENTS

1. BREATHABLE MESH BACK
   Allows heat to dissipate for long periods of comfortable sitting.

2. ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT
   Simply slide the lumbar support up or down to the desired position.

3. REPLACEABLE SEAT COVER
   Swaps out in minutes for change of color or fabric, or for replacing a damaged seat cover.

4. TILT TENSION ADJUSTMENT
   While seated, twist knob forward to increase the tilt tension. Twist the knob backwards to loosen tension.

5. PNEUMATIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
   To lower seat height, remain seated and pull lever up. To raise seat height pull lever up while slightly standing to take weight off of seat.

6. SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTMENT
   While seated, pull up on lever and slide seat forward or backward to adjust depth.

7. TILT LOCK MECHANISM
   While seated, lean slightly forward and twist knob backward to lock tilt. To release lock, lean slightly forward again and twist knob forward.